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Abstract
Books VII to XV of the Elements (Books VII to XIII by Euclid and Books XIV and XV by Hypsicles
of Alexandria) were first translated into Chinese by the British missionary Alexander Wylie and the Chinese
mathematician Li Shanlan between the years 1852 and 1856. The translation was subsequently published in 1857.
Neither of the translators in their prefaces to the translation or in their other writings mentioned the specific original
source. Accordingly, historians have pondered this question ever since. Some took a bold guess that its source was
Isaac Barrow’s English translation. This article provides solid evidence to show that the guess is wrong, and argues
that the first English translation of Euclid’s Elements of 1570 by Henry Billingsley was the actual source.
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It is widely known among historians that Euclid’s Elements may first have been known in China as
early as the Yuan dynasty, sometime between 1250 and 1270. This has at least been the case ever since
the historian of Chinese mathematics Yan Dunjie pointed out in 1943 that a book mentioned in
the “Catalogue of the Muslim Books (Huihui shuji )” included in chapter seven of the History of
the Imperial Archive and Library (Mishujian zhi ), which was compiled in the mid-14th century,
might be interpreted as a version in 15 books of Euclid’s Elements [Yan, 1943, 35].1 In addition, in
the same article Yan argued that one sentence in the Ja¯mi` al-tawa¯rı¯kh (Compendium of Chronicles)
written by Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n (ca. 1247–1318), a high functionary at the Mongolian court of Iran,2 praises the
intelligence of Möngke Khan (Mengge Han , reigned 1251–1259) for “solving some propositions
of Euclid,” which clearly suggests that Euclid’s Elements was known in the Mongolian court by the
early 1250s [Yan, 1943, 36].3 One year before Yan’s publication, the Japanese scholar Tasaka Ko¯do¯, in
his study of the introduction of Islamic culture into China during the Yuan dynasty, also discussed the
possible meanings of the recorded book title in the Catalogue of the Muslim Books. But Tasaka held that
it might refer to a work of Abu Ja`far Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi [Tasaka, 1942, 444–445].
Fifteen years later, in his English article, “An Aspect of Islam Culture Introduced into China,” Tasaka
changed his view, and also concluded that the title refers to an Arabic version of Euclid’s Elements, by
using a sounder linguistic analysis than Yan had used [Tasaka, 1957, 103–104].
Although there is little doubt about the book in question being Euclid’s Elements, it is unclear whether
any Chinese scholar of that time was familiar with any of the contents of the book. It is also unknown
whether there may have been a Chinese translation of all or only part of the copy of Euclid’s Elements
which was in the library of the Northern, or Islamic, Observatory (Bei sitiantai ) built in 1271
by the Mongolians in the upper capital (Shangdu ), situated near Dolon Nor (Zhenglanqi ) in
Inner Mongolia. Moreover, Rashı¯d’s brief and ambiguous description is really not sufficient to prove that
Möngke Khan had studied Euclid’s Elements as Yan suggested. Nevertheless, the Elements, in either an
Arabic or a Persian version, certainly existed in China no later than 1273, the year in which the Islamic
Observatory reported on its collection of books to the Mongol authorities.4
1 See Wang and Shang [1992, 129]. The Chinese term, , may also be pronounced or romanized in Pinyin as Bishujian.
I am grateful to one of the referees for pointing out this alternative, which is attested, for instance, by Hucker [1985, 376b–
377b]; Luo [1991, 72]. But it seems that Mishujian is more popular than Bishujian, at least in the Chinese-speaking academic
world. The Mishujian is rendered here as “imperial archive and library,” but it functioned much more broadly than an archive
or a library does, and undertook astronomical observations, oversaw calendar-making, and even organized grand book projects,
among others. For a relatively detailed discussion of the history of this institution and its main functions in the 12th and 13th
centuries, see Hucker [1985, 376b–377b], as well as the introduction to the latest Chinese edition of the Mishujian zhi by Gao
Rongsheng in Wang and Shang [1992, 1–2].
2 For a detailed biography of Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n, see Morgan [1995, 443a–444b].
3 The original words in Persian may be found in Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n [1836, 324]. The French translation of the sentence by
Etienne Marc Quatremère is: “Mangou-kaân se distinguait entre tous les monarques Mongols par ses lumières, son esprit, sa
prudence, son tact, sa sagacité, sa finesse ; il était si instruit, qu’il avait expliqué plusieurs des figures d’Euclide” [Rashı¯d al-
Dı¯n, 1836, 325]. An alternative English translation of the sentence by Wheeler McIntosh Thackston reads: “Mänggü Qa’an was
distinguished among Mongol rulers for his intelligence, perspicacity, sharp wit and mind, and he even solved some problems
left by Euclid” [Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n, 1998–1999, 502a].
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a Latin version by Christopher Clavius, professor of mathematical sciences at the Collegio Romano (the
Jesuit seminary founded in Rome by Ignatius Loyola in 1551). It was the Jesuit Matteo Ricci, a student
of Clavius, or one of his Jesuit brothers who brought a copy of Clavius’s Euclid with them to China.
Unlike the Muslims before him, Ricci was determined to translate the book, along with other Western
works, in hopes of gaining the support that he and his fellow Jesuits sought from the Chinese literati. In
doing so the Jesuits expected to secure a footing in pagan China, and eventually to convert the Chinese
to Christianity. Not long after his arrival in China, Ricci sought help from one of his early converts and
together they began to translate the Elements. But at the time he was only able to finish the first book, the
manuscript of which was later lost [Engelfriet, 1998, 59–66].
Ricci never lost interest in translating the Elements. In 1604, when he eventually settled in Beijing
after experiencing many years of hardship in the south of China, he approached Xu Guangqi ,
who not only showed a religious inclination toward Christianity, but was a well-educated member of
the literati who was on the verge of getting the highest degree the Ming dynasty could offer.5 Ricci
proposed they collaborate in translating the Elements. Fascinated by its style and the entirely different
approach to geometry it represented in contrast to traditional Chinese geometry, Xu Guangqi devoted
himself wholeheartedly to assisting Ricci in translating Euclid’s Elements.6 After three years of hard
work, they had finished the first six books. Although Xu Guangqi wanted to continue to translate the rest
of the book, Ricci thought it would be better to publish their partial translation first. Depending upon
its reception, they could then decide whether to continue the project or not. Accordingly, they published
their Chinese translation of the first six books in 1607 [Engelfriet, 1998, 460].
Reactions to the publication of the Chinese Euclid were somewhat mixed. On the one hand, its exotic
style and formality (not its axiomatic–deductive system) was warmly accepted, and the newly invented
term Jihe for geometry was widely adopted in titles of Chinese mathematical books published soon
thereafter. Moreover, a number of books were written to elucidate parts of the Ricci/Xu translation. On
the other hand, some mathematicians, including Mei Wending , who was one of the most prominent
mathematicians in the early Qing period, held that traditional Chinese mathematics, represented by the
Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures (Jiuzhang suanshu ), included all of the methods to
be found in the translation, with but one possible, if notable, exception—namely, Euclid’s introduction
of extreme and mean ratios.7 Moreover, Chinese mathematicians regretted that the translation was only
partial, and some, notably Mei, even suspected that Ricci was trying to hide something important from the
Chinese in the later books of the Elements [Liu, 1989, 57]. As we shall see below, Mei’s false accusation
was to become a major factor in the decision, made early in the 1850s by a later missionary, Alexander
Wylie, to complete the work left undone by Ricci.
4 For recent studies of scientific transmission between Chinese and Arabs under the Mongols, see, for instance, Li [1999,
135–151]; van Dalen [2002].
5 For a biography of Xu Guangqi, see, for example, Hashimoto [1988].
6 There are three editions of Clavius’s Elements, namely, those of 1574, 1591, and 1603. Which of these was actually used
by Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi in preparing their translation is not clear. Only the last two editions have ever been found in
China. See Verhaeren [1969, 376].
7 For reactions to the Chinese Euclid in the 17th century, see Martzloff [1981, 1993b]; Mei et al. [1986/1990]; and Engelfriet
[1998, 289–448].
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Western science in general and mathematics in particular. In order to learn Euclidean geometry, sometime
around 1690 he requested two French Jesuits, Joachim Bouvet and Jean-François Gerbillon, who had
recently arrived in China, to lecture at his court. Bouvet and Gerbillon, who both held the title “King’s
Mathematician” granted by the Sun King, Louis XIV, compiled their lessons for the Emperor in Manchu
from a short textbook by their countryman Ignace-Gaston Pardies: Elémens de Géométrie (first published
in Paris in 1671).8 The resulting lecture notes for Emperor Kangxi were subsequently translated into
Chinese and later incorporated into a mathematical encyclopedia, the Essence of Mathematics (Shuli
jingyun ), which was compiled under the auspices of Kangxi, but not published until 1723, the
year immediately after his death.9
The Chinese translation (with some additions and deletions) of Pardies’ Elémens, when it appeared in
the Essence of Mathematics, bore the same title as the one used by Ricci and Xu, but its contents and
style were very different. The Pardies translation was divided into 12 chapters (juan ), the first five of
which covered, respectively, lines and angles, triangles, quadrilateral figures and polygons, circles, and
solids. Pardies’ Book VI, on proportion, constituted the contents of chapters six to nine in the translation.
However, Books VII and VIII of Pardies’ Elémens, devoted to incommensurables, progressions, and
logarithms, were left out, presumably because of their difficulty. The last book of the original text,
Book IX, which included 48 practical geometrical problems, provided the contents for chapters 11 and
12 of the translation. The contents of chapter 10 were devised by Bouvet and Gerbillon themselves or
other missionaries [Han, 1994, 3–4].
The Essence of Mathematics version of the Elements was not, in reality, even a close translation of
Euclid’s Elements, nor was it complete. But the drastic negative change in Qing dynasty policy toward the
missionaries certainly did nothing to encourage either the Chinese or the Jesuits—or indeed any other
missionaries—to complete Ricci’s unfinished project for another 130 years. The Emperor Yongzheng
, Kangxi’s immediate successor, adopted harsh measures against the missionaries in China as a direct
result of the rites controversy that had started during the Kangxi reign. The controversy was mainly about
whether ancestor worship should be an allowable practice for Chinese converts to Catholicism or whether
the Jesuit missionaries should be allowed to follow the practice of ancestral rites and thus “accommodate”
themselves to Chinese rites.10 The ruling of Pope Benedetto XIV against this in 1742 eventually led the
Qing court to close China’s doors to all foreigners, but especially to missionaries, and this situation was
only reversed by British gunboats in the 1840s as a result of the so-called Opium Wars.
With China’s doors reopened to foreigners in 1842, missionaries from the West—especially from
Great Britain—flooded in. Among them was Alexander Wylie from Scotland, who was sent to Shanghai
8 See Martzloff [1997, 26–27]; Liu [1991, 90]; and Jami [1994, 233]. For the King’s mathematicians, see Landry-Deron
[2001].
9 A Manchu manuscript of Euclid’s Elements, three volumes (san ce ) in bulk, which undoubtedly came from the
lecture notes by Joachim Bouvet and Jean-François Gerbillon, has survived and is preserved in the Palace Museum in Beijing.
The manuscript had been subsequently translated into Chinese. There are three different copies of the Chinese manuscripts, one
preserved in the National Library in Taipei and the other two in the Palace Museum in Beijing. Each of these three Chinese
manuscripts represents a different stage of a working version which was eventually published in the Essence of Mathematics.
For the relations among Pardies’ Elémens de Géométrie, the Manchu and Chinese manuscripts, and the published Chinese
version in the Essence of Mathematics, see Chen [1931]; Li [1984]; Liu [1991]; and Martzloff [1993a].
10 For details and historical meanings of the Chinese rites controversy, see, for example, Mungello [1994].
8 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32Fig. 1. Alexander Wylie (1815–1887). From the Chinese Researches by Alexander Wylie (Shanghai, 1897).
by the London Missionary Society in 1847 (Fig. 1).11 Wylie soon found that the work left unfinished by
Ricci and Xu Guangqi was worth pursuing. He described his thoughts about this as follows:
After arriving in China, I read the translation of the first six books of the Elements by the European [Matteo] Ricci in the Ming
dynasty. The translation was highly regarded by most [Chinese] mathematicians. They knew it was incomplete, and therefore,
expressed their dissatisfaction. Mei [Wending] of Xuancheng once said that [Ricci] had hidden something from the translation.
[But that incompleteness] was due to the sophistication of the theories and to the difficulty of translating. The nature of knowledge
is to provide means to all people. Why hide it and not reveal it?. . . My translation has just been completed. It has not only fulfilled
Ricci’s wish, but also dispelled Mei’s doubts. [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Wylie’s preface, 3a, and 4a; translation by the author]
Wylie went on to explain that whereas Ricci believed the teachings of Jesus Christ were fundamental,
he also emphasized that calendrical science, mathematics, and the other sciences, though far less
important, were nevertheless useful [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Wylie’s preface, 4a].
Like Ricci, Wylie carried out his translation in collaboration with a Chinese scholar, Li Shanlan ,
who later proved to be the ablest and most prominent Chinese mathematician in the second half of the
11 For Alexander Wylie’s life and his contributions to Chinese studies, see Edkins [1897]; Thomas [1897]; Cordier [1897];
Han [1998]; and Wang [1998].
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huibian), founded by John Fryer in Shanghai in 1876, the issue for July, 1877.
19th century (Fig. 2).12 Wylie and Li started their translation of Books VII through XV of the Elements
in 1852, and took about four years to complete their work. The translation was published under the
patronage of Han Yingbi in Shanghai in 1857, and later was reprinted along with the first six books by
Ricci and Xu Guangqi in 1865.
Over the next half a century, Chinese interest in the last nine books of the Elements was exclusively
technical. As time passed by, historical interest in the translation gradually arose. Historians quite
naturally wanted to know about the original source, or sources, that Wylie and Li had used to prepare
their translation in order to evaluate the Chinese translation itself, assess the transmission of Western
mathematics into China in the second half of the 19th century, and study the influence of Euclid’s
Elements upon Chinese mathematicians, especially the translator Li Shanlan, among other historical
interests. However, neither Wylie nor Li had said anything, specifically, in their prefaces to the translation
about its original source. The only information Wylie offered was the following:
This book commonly used in Europe is of six or eight books, none of which is complete. I had searched for a copy of the completed
book in Shanghai since my arrival here, and yet found none. Then I turned to my own country and finally got a copy. The book is
12 For Li Shanlan’s life and his contributions to mathematics, introduction of Western mathematics and mathematical
education in China, see, for instance, Fang [1943]; and Horng [1991].
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proofread and has mistakes. Such mistakes, even minor, would cause great difficulties in understanding for readers. [Wylie and Li,
1857/1865, Wylie’s preface, 3a]
Though this provides an important, but not entirely correct, clue (namely, the original text was an
old English translation of a complete Greek version of the Elements), the just-quoted passage does not
mention the actual source of the translation done by Wylie and Li. Accordingly, early historians of Chi-
nese mathematics, including Li Yan , Zhang Yong , and Yan Dunjie, all searched for the original
source in vain [Li, 1940, 801; Yan, 1943, 35]. However, another historian, Qian Baocong , ventured
the following hypothesis: “The Englishman Isaac Barrow (wrongly spelled as “Issac” in the original text)
first translated a Latin version from the Greek in 1655, and then rendered it into English in 1660. Barrow’s
English translation seems to be the original source of the Chinese translation” [Qian, 1981, 324]. Qian’s
hypothesis has been widely cited ever since, but the present paper will show that Qian’s hypothesis is
wrong. After describing in the next section the essential features of Barrow’s English version of the El-
ements, and evidence that contradicts Qian’s claim, this paper will argue, based on more solid evidence,
that the true source of the translation done by Wylie and Li was the first English translation of Euclid
by Henry Billingsley of 1570. A conjecture about the actual copy of Billingsley’s book that Alexander
Wylie and Li Shanlan used, as well as its current whereabouts, is offered at the end of this paper.
2. Isaac Barrow and his English translation of Euclid’s Elements
Isaac Barrow was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he was made a fellow in 1649.
Inspired by the Elementa geometriae planae et solidae (The Elements of Plane and Solid Geometry),
a popular Latin edition of the Elements (comprising only Books I–VI and XI–XII) by the French
geometer, André Tacquet, Barrow decided to produce his own Latin version of the Elements. This resulted
in a translation in 15 books, which was printed in London in 1655. Meanwhile, having been forced to
leave the University because of his family’s Royalist connections, with the Restoration of the monarchy
Barrow was appointed to the professorship of Greek at Trinity College four years later. It was then that
he prepared the second edition of his Latin version of Euclid, Euclidis Elementorum libri xv (1659), and
then translated it, with corrections, into English. This first appeared in a small octavo edition in 1660.
In the English version of Barrow’s Elements, like the previous two Latin editions, in order to achieve
his goal of “[conjoining] the greatest compendiousness of demonstration with as much perspicuity as the
quality of the subject would admit,” Barrow used many symbols borrowed from the Clavis Mathematicae
(Key of Mathematics) by William Oughtred, who devised new symbols, in particular, for his account of
Book X of the Elements [Barrow, 1660/1983, preface; Murdoch, 1971, 451–452]. For instance, Barrow
used × for multiplication; + for addition; − for subtraction; √ for a root of any degree; −: for the
difference of the two quantities or magnitudes on the two sides of the symbol; Q&q for a square; C&c
for a cube; and Q.Q. for the ratio of two square numbers [Barrow, 1660/1983, preface].13
While employing symbols for the sake of brevity, Barrow preserved the total number and order of the
propositions and also tried to provide the same demonstrations of the propositions as Euclid himself did.
Barrow wrote:
13 For a list of the major symbols used by Isaac Barrow in his English Elements, see “The Explication of the Signs or
Characters,” which immediately precedes Book I.
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necessary, or to reduce certain of the easiest into the Classis of Axiomes. . .
I had a different purpose from the beginning; not to compose Elements of Geometry any wise at my discretion, but to demonstrate
Euclide himself, and all of him, and that with all possible brevity. . .
I purposed to use generally no other than Euclide’s own demonstrations, contracted into a more succinct form, saving perchance in
the second and thirteenth, & sparingly in the seventh, eighth, and ninth Books, where it seem’d convenient to vary something from
him. [Barrow, 1660/1983, preface]
The basic character of Barrow’s treatment of the Elements was well summarized by John Keill,
Savillian professor of astronomy at Oxford and a supporter of Isaac Newton in the calculus priority
controversy. In the preface to his own treatment of the Elements (containing Books I–VI, XI, and XII
only), which first appeared in 1702, Keill wrote:
Barrow’s demonstrations are so very short, and are involved in so many notes and symbols, that they are rendered obscure and
difficult to one [who is] not versed in geometry. There, many propositions which appear conspicuous in reading Euclid himself, are
made knotty, and scarcely intelligible to learners, by his algebraical way of demonstration; as is, for example, prop. 13 Book I. And
the demonstrations which he lays down in Book II, are still more difficult: Euclid himself has done much better, in shewing their
evidence by the contemplations of figures, as in geometry should always be done. The Elements of all science ought to be handled
after the most simple method, and not to be involved in symbols, notes, or obscure principles, taken elsewhere. [Keill, 1708/1782,
A4]
Despite Keill’s criticisms, Barrow’s English version of the Elements was well received in Britain. Over
the course of the century since it first appeared in 1660, the book was reproduced (reprinted or reset) at
least six times, first in 1686, and then in 1696, 1705, 1714, 1722, and 1732. The last edition appeared in
1751. The editions of 1705 (and after) also included as an appendix Archimedes’ Theorems on the Sphere
and Cylinder. The 1714 edition added Euclid’s Data, as well as François Foix-Candale’s Brief Treatise of
Regular Solids.14 The next edition of 1722 also included additional supplements, namely some corollaries
Barrow had deduced himself from the propositions of Euclid’s Elements. The 1732 edition was issued
after Barrow’s death, and thus added his portrait. The last edition was virtually the same as that of 1732,
except for a new supplement on logarithms [Simpkins, 1966, 242–244]. Despite slight differences in the
layouts of these editions, the content of the Euclidean geometry in all editions remained virtually the
same. Consequently, in what follows, Barrow’s first English edition is used for comparison with Wylie
and Li’s Chinese translation.
3. Barrow’s version of the Elements contrasted with the translation by Wylie and Li
Before comparing Isaac Barrow’s English Euclid and Wylie/Li’s Chinese translation of Euclid (here-
after referred to as IBE and WLC, respectively), to determine whether the former was really the source
of the latter, it is necessary to describe the format and major characteristics of the latter. As already
mentioned above, Alexander Wylie considered it his mission to fulfill the unfinished project left behind
14 François Foix-Candale’s full French name is François de Foix, Comte de Candale, known in Latin as Franciscus Flussatus
and in English as Flussas. I am grateful to one of the referees for this information. For a brief biography of François Foix-
Candale, see Morembert [1979].
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Xu Guangqi for their translation of the first six books.
Two basic formats, as shown in a full English translation of two typical examples taken from Ricci
and Xu’s translation by Peter M. Engelfriet [1998, 142–145], were followed in the arrangement of
propositions in WLC. One of these used frequently begins with the description of a proposition, then
“explanations of the proposition” (jie yue ), which is immediately followed by a “proof” (lun yue
). Since some propositions contain more than one argument, this format was sometimes extended to
include “another explanation” (you jie yue ) and “another proof” (you lun yue ). The other
basic format starts with the description of a proposition followed immediately by “the [construction]
method says” (fa yue ). Corollaries, lemmas, and porisms were all translated under the heading
xi (literally, “connected” or “subordinate”), which usually came at the end of a proposition. Some
propositions also include a “note” (an ), an “example” (li ), or a “comment” (zhu yue ), and
sometimes all of these. In WLC, everything was articulated in words without use of mathematical symbols
or formulas, and most of the propositions were illustrated with diagrams. The Roman and Greek letters
used in the diagrams were replaced by Chinese characters borrowed from the 10 heavenly stems and 12
earthly branches.15
With the above brief description of the basic format and characteristics of WLC in mind, it is now
possible to compare it with IBE. The most obvious contrasts between the two books are that (1) IBE
makes liberal use of symbols, whereas WLC is totally free of symbols, and (2) IBE provides no comments,
examples, or notes after the proof of a proposition, whereas WLC supplies a considerable amount of
such additional explanatory commentary. For example, consider Book X, Proposition 42, which plainly
illustrates these differences (see Figs. 3 and 4). In order to facilitate this comparison, and make what
follows below clearer, the following is a literal translation, back into English, of Proposition 42 as it was
rendered in WLC:
Book X, Proposition XLII:
Two straight lines which are incommensurable in square, on which the sum of the squares is a medial. A rectangle made of the lines
is also medial. The rectangle is incommensurable with the sum of the two squares. Thus, the sum of the two lines is irrational, naming
it the side of the two medials.
Explanation: The two straight lines AB, BC are incommensurable in power. As the Problem stated, adding them gives AC. The
Problem says AC is irrational.
Proof: Let DE be a commensurable line, on which construct a rectangle DF, making it equal to the sum of the squares AB and BC
(Book I, 45). Construct another rectangle GH, making it equal to twice the rectangle AB, BC. Then the rectangle DH is equal to the
square AC (Book II, 4). The sum of the squares AB and BC is a medial, and is equal to the rectangle DF, therefore DF must be a
medial. But it is applied to the rational line DE, so DG is rational and incommensurable with DE (this Book, 23). GI is also rational
and is incommensurable with FG, that is, DE. Same reason as above. Since the sum of the squares AB, BC, is incommensurable with
twice the rectangle AB, BC, the two rectangles DF, GH are incommensurable (Book VI, 1; this Book, 10). The two lines [DF and
GH] are rational. Therefore, DF and GI are rational lines commensurable only in square. So, DI is irrational and called binomial (this
Book, 37). While DE is rational, so the rectangle DH is irrational (this Book, a note in Proposition 39), therefore the side of a square
which has the same area is irrational. The rectangle DH is equal to the square AC, therefore, AC is irrational, and is called the line of
the two medials.
15 For a list of the correspondence between English and Greek letters and their associated Chinese characters, see Martzloff
[1997, 121].
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medials. Therefore, it is called a line of the two medials.
Another Note: An irrational line can be divided into two lines at one point only. The following problems will illustrate this matter.
One example is given here first.
Example: Suppose the point D divides AB evenly, and AC is greater than EB. Subtract the common part CE, the remainder AE is
greater than CB. Since AD is equal to DB, therefore ED is less than DC. The distances between the midpoint D and the points C and
E are not equal. The sum of the rectangle AC, CB, and the square CD is equal to the square DB (Book II, 5). The sum of the rectangle
AC, EB and the square ED is also equal to the square DB. Therefore, the sum of the rectangle AC, CB and the square CD is equal
to that of the rectangle AE, EB, and the square ED. Since the square ED is less than the square CD, the remaining rectangle AC, CB
is less than AE, EB. Therefore, twice the rectangle AC, CB is less than twice AE, EB. Their difference is greater than the difference
between the sum of the squares on AC, CB, and that of the squares AE, EB. [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book X, part I, 47b–49a]
Comparing this literal translation with the corresponding proposition in IBE, note the following
discrepancies:
(1) IBE’s description is concise and replete with symbols such as =, +, and  , whereas WLC’s
description is lengthy and only verbal;
(2) The lettering used in the two diagrams does not correspond to each other;
(3) References to previous propositions upon which X, 42 depends are provided in the margin of IBE,
but are incorporated into the text of WLC; and
(4) The most dramatic difference is that WLC has an explanation (jie yue ) of the proposition, along
with two short notes (an and you an ), as well as a lengthy example (li ) after the proof, none
of which can be found in IBE.
If IBE were the original source of WLC, Wylie and Li would have had not only to translate the symbols
of IBE into verbal language, but then to rearrange the text, providing their own notes and examples,
which in Book X are also given for Propositions 10, 17, 19, 22, 31, 32, 38–41, 54, 60, 73, 88, and 117;
in Book XII for Propositions 2 and 4; and in Book XIII for Propositions 1, 2, 13, and 18, and indeed, for
many other propositions throughout WLC. Doing all of this would have required tremendous effort and
considerable ingenuity.
Further comparisons of the two books reveal other major discrepancies. For instance,
(1) Book VII of IBE includes 23 definitions, the last of which states: “One number is said to measure
another, by that number, which, when it multiplies, or is multiplied by it, it produces” [Barrow,
1660/1983, 143]. This definition cannot be found in WLC, and the three postulates and twelve axioms
immediately following the definition in IBE are also missing from WLC [Barrow, 1660/1983, 143–
144; Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book VII, 2b–3a].
(2) Again, in Book VII of IBE, Proposition 3 has only one corollary [Barrow, 1660/1983, 146], but the
same proposition in WLC has two [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book VII, 4a]; moreover, Propositions
18, 19, and 36 all have a scholium or corollary, but there are none for the corresponding propositions
in WLC [Barrow, 1660/1983, 154, 159, and 161; Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book VII, 13b–15a, and
25a–26a].
(3) The definitions for a parallelepiped and inscribed and circumscribed solid figures (Definitions XXX,
XXXI, and XXXII) in Book XI of IBE are not to be found in WLC [Barrow, 1660/1983, 270; Wylie
and Li, 1857/1865, Book XI, 4].
14 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32Fig. 3. Alexander Wylie and Li Shanlan’s Chinese translation of Euclid’s Elements, Book X, 42. From the 1865 edition of Jihe
yuanben , Book X, part I, pp. 47b–49a.
Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32 15Fig. 4. Propositions 41 and 42 from Isaac Barrow’s English Elements, Book X (1660 edition). From Early English Books,
1641–1700, 1383: 9, p. 224 (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilm International, 1981–1982).
(4) At the beginning of Book XIV of WLC, the translators state clearly that neither Book XIV nor XV
was written by Euclid, but both were added to the Elements by Hypsicles of Alexandria. Wylie and
Li also rendered the preface by Hypsicles into Chinese [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book XIV, 1] but
IBE does not include the Hypsicles preface [Barrow, 1660/1983, 345].
16 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32Many more discrepancies, major and minor, between IBE and WLC could easily be identified. But
the comparisons made above suffice to cast considerable doubt on Qian Baocong’s hypothesis that
Isaac Barrow’s English version of Euclid’s Elements served as the basis for the Wylie/Li translation
of Books VII–XV into Chinese. The question that now arises concerns the book Alexander Wylie
and Li Shanlan actually used in preparing their Chinese translation of the last nine books of Euclid’s
Elements, and whether the exact edition of Euclid’s Elements they used can be identified. The next
section establishes beyond doubt that the source of the Wylie/Li translation must have been the first
English edition of the Elements, published in 1570 by Billingsley.
4. Billingsley’s version of the Elements compared with the translation by Wylie and Li
By 1850 many English editions of Euclid’s Elements were available when Alexander Wylie decided to
translate the last nine books into Chinese. Nevertheless, most included only the first six books, although
some added XI and XII as well [Heath, 1956, 109–112]. Among English versions with 15 or even 16
books of the Elements are the first English translation in 15 books by Henry Billingsley of 1570 (hereafter
referred to as HBE) and a translation by John Leeke and George Serle of 1661 (hereafter referred to as
LSE). Of these, the New York Public Library’s Rare Book Division has an original copy of HBE, and
Columbia University’s Butler Library has a microfilm copy of LSE. Comparing both of these with the
Chinese translation leads to some interesting conclusions, but first it is necessary to introduce briefly
these two English editions.
The first English translation of Euclid’s Elements, by Billingsley, was made from the 1558 Latin
edition: Euclidis Megarensis mathematici clarissimi Elementorum geometricorum libri XV (Fig. 5). This
in turn was the first Latin translation based upon a Greek text, and was made by Bartolomeo Zamberti
who published it in Venice in 1505 [Archibald, 1950, 445–448]. A brief description of HBE can be found
in Charles Thomas-Stanford’s Early Editions of Euclid’s Elements, which provides a facsimile of the title
page [Thomas-Stanford, 1977, 13–16, 43–44, Plate X]. More detailed information may also be found in
Walter F. Shenton’s “The First English Euclid” [Shenton, 1928]. In addition to including a facsimile of
the same title-page as shown in Thomas-Stanford’s book, the article provides seven more illustrations,
including a portrait of John Daye (also Day), the printer. Three-dimensional geometric models made out
of folded pieces of paper serve to illustrate the text. Shenton also reprints the preface to the book in its
entirety [Shenton, 1928, 505–512].16
Following “The Translator to the Reader,” HBE has a lengthy introduction, 24 folios in all, by the
Renaissance polymath John Dee, who was misattributed as the “true” translator of the book by August
De Morgan [De Morgan, 1837, 38].17 The translation of the 13 books by Euclid cover 414 folios and
are followed by the 14th and 15th books by Hypsicles (29½ folios). The book ends with an appendix
as Book XVI (13 folios) and a “Brief Treatise of Mixed and Composed Regular Solids” (5 folios) by
François Foix-Candale.18 At the beginning of each book there is an outline, or as Billingsley puts it, “the
16 The copy of Euclid that Walter F. Shenton consulted, now in the collection of the American University in Washington, DC,
is a folio bound in two volumes, the first of which contains the first nine books of the Elements. The copy in the New York
Public Library is of the same size, but bound in a single volume.
17 A facsimile of the preface by John Dee, together with an introduction by Allen G. Debus, was published by Science History
Publications in New York. See Dee [1975].
Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32 17Fig. 5. Title page of the Henry Billingsley Elements. Stuart Collection, Rare Books Division, The New York Public Library,
Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.
18 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32argument” of the main contents of the book in question. For Books VII, X, and XI, explanations are
also provided after every definition. A double numbering system, for both theorems and propositions, is
used in the book. The translation is not a mere word-for-word translation, but contains “all the earlier
and current commentary of importance” [Archibald, 1950, 449]. Many corollaries, assumptions, and
notes by Apollonius, Archimedes, Campanus, John Dee, Eudoxus, François Foix-Candale, Hypsicles,
Montaureus, Pappus, Plato, Proclus, Pythagoras, Regiomontanus, and Theon of Alexandria, among
others, are also incorporated [Archibald, 1950, 449].
The LSE resembles the HBE in many ways. For instance, each book begins with “The Argument.” Or-
namental initial letters at the beginning of “The Argument” decorate the book throughout. Explanations,
though shorter, are provided for each definition. A dual number system is adopted and descriptions of
the propositions and their proofs are entirely verbal. Many corollaries and comments are also provided.
Because of these and many other similarities, the LSE was mistaken for the second edition of HBE by
Robert Potts, a 19th-century expert on Euclid [Heath, 1956, 110: 22, 233]. Potts’ view was widely ac-
cepted by many influential scholars, including August De Morgan and Thomas L. Heath [De Morgan,
1837, 38; Heath, 1956, 110; Archibald, 1950, 451]. His misattribution was only refuted later, in 1950, by
Raymond C. Archibald. To quote Archibald again:
“It [the 1661 English edition] is simply an independent, and inferior, edition of the Elements in the preparation of which L[eeke] &
S[erle]—the obscure ‘students in mathematicks’—perhaps consulted B[illingsley’s edition] constantly.” [Archibald, 1950, 451]
Archibald provides some compelling evidence to make clear the differences between HBE and LSE
[Archibald, 1950, 450–451], but these do not help much in deciding whether HBE or LSE was the model
for WLC. Nevertheless, there is direct evidence that shows that LSE could not have been the basis for
WLC, and at the same time establishes the link between HBE and WLC. Book X, Proposition 42, which
was used above to compare IBE and WLC, again offers a constructive basis for comparison.
Proposition 42 in Book X is numbered as “PROP. 42. TEOR. 30.” in LSE, and as “The 29. Theoreme.
The 41. Proposition.” in HBE (the discrepancy of these numberings is explained below). Comparing the
proposition in LSE (Fig. 6) with that in WLC as translated above (but see Fig. 3 as well), the following
differences can be observed: (1) The letterings G, F , and H in the diagrams do not correspond to one
another; (2) LSE does not use words similar to those found in the section jieyue in WLC; and
(3) like IBE, LSE does not include anything corresponding to the sections under the headings an
and li [Leeke and Serle, 1661/1982, 288–289; Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book X, part I, 47b–49a].
But the jieyue appears in WLC throughout. Not one proposition in LSE provides such explanations
accompanying the statement of each proposition. Moreover, the contents of the an and li in other
places of WLC, some of which have been pointed out above, would have been added by Alexander Wylie
and Li Shanlan themselves if LSE were the book they used for preparing WLC. But when we turn to
compare Book X, Proposition 42 in WLC with its counterpart in HBE, we shall see there is no such
possibility.
As the illustration (Fig. 7) shows, the contents of “The 29. Theoreme. The 41. Proposition.” correspond
very well to the literal translation of WLC provided in the previous section. In particular, note the
18 The original pagination is not always correct. Certain numbers were skipped or repeated. For instance, there is a jump
from folio 203 to folio 205, and in some cases the pages are wrongly numbered, for example, the three folios after 319 were
numbered as 340, 341, and 317, respectively. But following these errors, the correct pagination is restored.
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m Early English Books, 1641–1700, 1283: 17,Fig. 6. Book X, 41 of the Elements translated by John Leeke and George Serle and published in 1661. Fro
pp. 288–289 (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilm International, 1981–1982).
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John Daye in 1570), folios 260 verso, 261 recto.Fig. 7. Book X, 41 of the Henry Billingsley Elements. From Henry Billingsley’s English translation (printed by
Stuart Collection, Rare Books Division, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.
Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32 21sentences “Let these two right lines AB and BC. . . Then I say that the whole line AC is irrational,”
beginning at the ornately designed initial letter L, the words in the jieyue of WLC convey the same
meaning. Just as “jieyue ” is part of the standard format of WLC, “Suppose that. . . Then I say,” or
less frequently “Let there be. . . Then I say,” can be found throughout HBE. Furthermore, compare the
first note an with the following words:
A line whose power is two medials, is an irrationall line which is composed of two right lines incommensurable in power, the squares
of which added together, make a medial superficies, and that which is contained under them is also mediall, and moreover it is
incommensurable to that which is assumptes of the two squares added together. [Billingsley, 1570, folio 261 recto]
Similarly, compare the second note you an with this paragraph from HBE:
And that the said irrationall lines are divided one way onely, that is, in one point onely, into the right lines of which they are composed,
and which make every one of the kinds of those irrationall lines, shall straight way be demonstrated, but first will we demonstrate two
assumptes here following. [Billingsley, 1570, folio 261 recto]
These comparisons clearly show that the two notes in WLC were doubtlessly translated from these
two passages. Moreover, the last sentence of the previous quotation indicates that two “assumptions” are
provided immediately after. Having compared the first “assumption” with the li, we must conclude that
the contents accord directly with each other.
The above example is not an isolated case. Compare the last proposition of Book X, which is numbered
as the 117th problem in WLC, and “The 92. Theoreme. The 116. Proposition.” in HBE [Billingsley, 1570,
folio 310 recto]. (This proposition cannot be found in IBE—another solid piece of evidence that Barrow’s
Elements was not the basis for WLC.) At the end of the problem, WLC includes three notes (one an and
two you an), which may be translated, once again literally, as follows (Fig. 8):
Note: For any two incommensurable lines, A, B, the squares on which must be incommensurable. If C is the mean proportional of A
and B (Book VI, 13), the ratio of A to B is equal to that of any similar figures: squares, rectangles, or circles, on A and C (Book VI,
20). The ratio of two circles is equal to that of the two squares on their diameters (Book XII, 2). Therefore, from two incommensurable
lines, many incommensurable areas can be deduced.
Another Note: Any two areas, whether they are commensurable or incommensurable, can be judged according to the previous note.
For any two solids, whether they are commensurable or incommensurable can be deduced from the similar solids, cylinders or cones,
which have the same heights, constructed on lines A and B. The ratio of the two solids is equal to that of the two bases (Book XI, 32;
Book XII, 56). If their bases are commensurable, so are the solids (this Book, 10). If their bases are incommensurable, so are the two
solids.
Another Note: On two circles, A and B, construct two cones with the same height. The ratio of the cones is equal to that of the
circles. If the two circles are commensurable, so are the two solids. If incommensurable, so are their solids (this Book, 10). Therefore,
whether solids are commensurable or not, is just like the cases of areas and lines. [Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book X, part III, 52]
In HBE, there are the following related passages (Fig. 9):
Here Follows an instruction by some studious and skilful Grecian (perchance Theon) which teaches us of farther use and fruit of these
irrational lines
Seing that there are founde out right lines incommensurable in length the one to the other, as the lines A and B, there may also be
founde out many other magnitudes having length and breath (such as are playne superficieces) which shall be incommensurable the
one to the other. For if (by the 13. of the sixth) between the lines A and B there be taken the mean proportionall line, namely C, then
22 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32Fig. 8. Alexander Wylie and Li Shanlan’s Chinese translation of Euclid’s Elements, Book X, 117. From the 1865 edition of Jihe
yuanben , Book X, part III, p. 52.
(by the second corollary of the 20. of the sixth) as the line A is to the line B, so is the figure described upon the line A to the figure
described upon the line C, being both like and in like sort described, that is, whether they be squares (which are alwayes like the one
to the other), or whether they be any other like rectiline figures, or whether they be circles aboute the diameters A and C. For circles
have that proportion the one to the other, that the squares of their diameters have (by the 2. of the twelfth). Wherfore (by the second
part of the 10. of the tenth) the figures described upon the lines A and C being like and in like sort described are incommensurable the
one to the other, wherfore by this means there are founde out superficieces incommensurable the one to the other. In like sort there
may be founde out figures commensurable the one to the one, if ye put the lines A and B to be commensurable in length the one to
the other. And seing that it is so, now let us also prove that even in solids also or bodyes there are some commensurable the one to
the other, and other some incommensurable the one to the other. For if from each of the squares of the lines A and B, or from any
other rectiling figures equal to these square be erected solids of equall altitude, whether those solids be composed of equidistance
superficieces, or whether they be pyramids, or prismes, those solids so erected shal be in that proportion the one to the other that
theyr bases are (by the 32. of the eleventh and 5, and 6, of the twelfth) Howbeith there is no such proposition concerning prismes.
And so if the bases of the solids be commensurable the one to the other, the solids be commensurable the one to the other, the solids
also shall be commensurable the one to the other, and if the bases be incommensurable the one to the other, the solids also shall be
incommensurable the one to the other (by the 10. of the tenth) and if there be two circles A and B and upon ech of the circles be
erected Cones or Cylinders of equal altitude, those Cones & Cilinders shall be in that proportion the one to the other that the circles
are, which are their bases (by the 11. of the twelfth): and so if the circles be commensurable the one to the other, the Cones and
Cilinders also shall be commensurable the one to the other. But if the circles be in commensurable the one to another, the Cones also
and Cilinders shall be incommensurable the one to the other (by the 10. of the tenth). Wherfore it is manifest that not only in lines
and superficieces, but also in solids or bodies is found commensurable or incommensurability. [Billingsley, 1570, folio 310 verso and
folio 311 recto]
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24 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32The three notes in WLC are all apparently translations from the “instruction” added by the prominent
Greek mathematician Theon of Alexandria.19 The above lengthy quotation not only provides further
evidence to establish that HBE is indeed the source of WLC, but it also makes clear that an and you an
are translations of the notes, comments, assumptions, and other supplements that Billingsley inserted in
his book. They are not comments originally written by Alexander Wylie or Li Shanlan themselves.
Some historians have misattributed the three notes, as well as many others, to Li Shanlan, and wrongly
praised him for having extended the theory of irrationals from straight lines to planes and solids [Wang,
1990, 405–406; 1994, 1149]. Moreover, the contents under the commentary zhu yue are also translations.
The commentary zhu yue in WLC Book X, Proposition 9, for instance, is a translation of “An Assumpt.”
of the same proposition in HBE [Billingsley, 1570, folio 240 verso].
In comparing WLC and IBE above, it was pointed out that there is a preface by Hypsicles, the author
of Books XIV and XV, before Book XIV in WLC. Although missing from IBE, it is to be found in
HBE [Billingsley, 1570, folio 416 recto–verso]. Nevertheless, WLC is not a cover-to-cover translation
of HBE. In order to follow in general the format created by Ricci and Xu Guangqi, Wylie and Li
Shanlan did not translate the outlines of each book provided in HBE, nor the lengthy explanation for
every definition. Even the two definitions of Book XV, and many propositions, theorems, corollaries,
assumptions, comments, and notes by scholars other than Euclid were omitted. Twenty propositions
after Hypsicles’ work, the entire Book XVI, and the appendix by François Foix-Candale in HBE are
also missing from WLC [Billingsley, 1570, folios 437 recto–463 recto]. In addition, the total number
of propositions in Book X, and of the definitions in Book XI, is not identical. Book XI of WLC has
29 definitions, but HBE only 25. This difference was caused by breaking down certain original definitions
into separate parts. For instance, the first definition in HBE was translated as the first two definitions in
WLC [Billingsley, 1570, folio 312 verso; Wylie and Li, 1857/1865, Book XI, part I, 1a]. As noted above,
Book X, Proposition 42 in WLC actually corresponds to Proposition 41 in HBE. This difference was
caused by “An Assumption” added after Proposition 12 in HBE: “If there be two magnitudes compared
to one and the self same magnitude, and if the one of them be commensurable unto it, and the other
incommensurable; those magnitudes are incommensurable the one to the other,” which was translated,
but numbered as Proposition 13 in WLC [Billingsley, 1570, folio 241 verso, 242 recto; Wylie and Li,
1857/1865, Book X, part I, 14a]. All of this evidence strongly suggests that HBE was the original source
of WLC.
5. Where is the book Alexander Wylie used?
We have just given very strong evidence that Billingsley’s English Elements was the original source for
the first Chinese translation of the last nine books of Euclid’s Elements. We may ask ourselves one final
question related to the Chinese translation, namely, where is the book Wylie and Li used? We suspect
that the copy preserved at the Rare Book Division of the New York Public Library may very well be the
copy in question, strange and unlikely as this may seem at first. But this surmise is not the product of
sheer imagination, but the result of several factors based upon certain specific concrete evidence.
Wylie in his preface briefly mentions how he conceived the idea for his translation in the first place.
His words suggest that the entire project was a personal matter, and in no way connected with the
19 For a biography of Theon of Alexandria, see Toomer [1976].
Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32 25London Missionary Society for which he worked between 1847 and 1860. When Wylie purchased the
“old version” English copy of Euclid in England, it was at his own expense. Accordingly, Wylie actually
owned the copy of the book that he and Li Shanlan were translating. The Catalogue of the London Mission
Library, Shanghai, which Wylie edited himself and printed in 1857, the year in which his translation was
published, confirms that the Society did not itself have a copy of the Billingsley Euclid.20 In the section
of the Catalogue devoted to “Books Belonging to the London Missionary Society,” Wylie recorded
two copies of “Euclid’s Elements, Cambridge edition.” These were copies of Robert Pott’s edition, but
there was also one copy of Dionysius Lardner’s Elements [London Mission Library, 1857, 13, 14, 17].
Both Pott’s and Lardner’s Elements are not full versions of Euclid, as Wylie noted. Since the London
Missionary Society in Shanghai did not at the time have its own library, the books were distributed among
its missionaries, who took responsibility for their safe keeping. The missionaries Alexander Williamson
and Griffith John each had a copy of Pott’s Elements, while the Lardner edition was in the care of William
Lockhart. Under Wylie’s own name in this section, only four books are listed, namely, Robert Morrison’s
A Dictionary of the Chinese Language, A View of China for Philological Purposes, Joshua Marshman’s
Clavis Sinica, and Matthew Henry’s Commentary for the NIV: Genesis to Revelation [London Mission
Library, 1857, 15]. No edition of Euclid’s Elements is listed under Wylie’s name, confirming that the
copy of Billingsley’s Euclid was his own possession.
Soon after his translation was published, Shanghai was engulfed in the political and social turmoil
caused by the Taiping Rebellion. In 1860, the city was in great danger of being captured by the rebels,
and given their hostility toward foreigners, Wylie decided in November to return to England. Before he
left, Wylie sold his collections of Chinese books to the Asiatic Society, although it is reasonable to suspect
that Wylie may have taken the precious Billingsley Euclid back with him to England. Billingsley’s book,
so far as this author knows, has never been reported in any catalogues of libraries, either public or private,
in China. For the next two and a half years, Wylie stayed in Britain, and during this time he may have
sold the Billingsley Euclid for financial reasons.
There is some evidence to link Wylie’s copy with a copy of the Billingsley Euclid currently in the
possession of the New York Public Library. This was a copy donated to the Lenox Library in 1892 by
the widow of the millionaire Robert L. Stuart (1806–1882). Stuart was an important philanthropist in
New York City and president of the American Museum of Natural History from 1872 to 1881. Stuart
had made his fortune in business, but had a passion for collecting natural history specimens, fine art,
manuscripts, and rare books. Beginning in the 1850s, he made numerous trips to Europe to build up
his collections, and in 1867 he purchased Billingsley’s book in London, only a few years after Wylie
may have sold his copy [Stuart, 1860, 88]. According to a note under the entry of the book by a person
who identified himself as “Thomas” in the published Catalogue of the Library of Robert L. Stuart, the
book “belonged to Schumacher” [Stuart, 1884, 176]. Further information is revealed in a clipping of
the original advertisement of the book which is now pasted inside the front cover of the book itself,
which reads: “EUCLID’S ELEMENTS, by the celebrated DR. JOHN DEE, the FIRST ENGLISH
EDITION. . . with Latin MSS. Notes in a contemporary hand, in the ORIGINAL BINDING, . . . £L12
6s. SCHUMACHER’S COPY” [Billingsley, 1570].
20 The copy of the Catalogue of the London Mission Library, Shanghai in the New York Public Library Oriental Division,
is catalogued as “Legge 1348,” which indicates that the catalogue was in the possession of James Legge, the renowned 19th-
century sinologist who actually helped Wylie start his long and successful career as a missionary in China. See London Mission
Library [1857].
26 Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32Fig. 10. Detail of the recto of the front flyleaf of the Henry Billingsley English Elements (printed by John Daye in 1570). Stuart
Collection, Rare Books Division, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.
Fig. 11. The cover of the first volume of the Chinese translation of Elias Loomis’s The Elements of Analytical Geometry and
of the Differential and Integral Calculus (London Mission Society Press, 1859), preserved at the Prentis Library of Columbia
University. Courtesy of the C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
Who was this Schumacher? Was he a rare book dealer to whom Wylie may have sold his copy in
London, or was he a previous owner of the book from whom Wylie purchased it, or someone else? What
is known is that on the recto of the front flyleaf of the book there is a mark which reads “A No. 15”
(Fig. 10). This handwritten letter can be compared with Wylie’s autograph on the cover page of a book
entitled Daiweiji shiji (The Elements of Analytical Geometry and of the Differential and
Integral Calculus), which is in the Prentis Library of Columbia University. This was the first Chinese
translation, also by Wylie and Li Shanlan, of a calculus book by the American mathematician Elias
Loomis. The mark “A No. 15” looks very similar, and may well have been written by Wylie’s hand
Y. Xu / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 4–32 27(Fig. 11).21 Although there is no further evidence to prove that the copy of Billingsley’s Elements in the
New York Public Library was in fact the copy Wylie actually used, this nevertheless remains a distinct
possibility.
6. Conclusion
It took about six centuries from the time the title of a Persian or Arabic version of Euclid’s Elements
first appeared in a Chinese record until a complete translation of all 15 books of the Elements was
available in Chinese. Many people—pious religious men and pagans; Muslims, Westerners, Mongolians,
Manchus, and Chinese; pure scholars, missionaries, and emperors—were all directly involved in the
various attempts to provide versions in Chinese of Euclid’s Elements. One interesting fact is that each
translator chose for his original source a version of Euclid as close to his own culture as possible. Matteo
Ricci chose a Latin version by his teacher Christopher Clavius; the French Joachim Bouvet and Jean-
François Gerbillon selected a French version by Ignace-Gaston Pardies; and Alexander Wylie based his
translation upon an English version of the Elements.
The specific English version of Euclid’s Elements that Wylie used to prepare the first Chinese
translation of Books VII to XV of the Elements was not the one by Isaac Barrow as some historians
have speculated, but the one published in 1570 by Henry Billingsley, as this paper has argued. This
conclusion also coincides with Wylie’s own brief description of the source he used. As he noted in
his preface, “The book is a translation from Greek into my native tongue. It has not been reprinted
recently. The copy is an old version, but it was not well proofread and has mistakes” [Wylie and
Li, 1857/1865, Wylie’s preface, 3a]. Billingsley’s translation of the Elements was published in 1570,
and has never been reprinted since. Thanks to Raymond C. Archibald, we now know that Billingsley
translated his edition from a 1558 Latin edition by Bartolomeo Zamberti. But Wylie’s contemporary,
the prominent mathematician August De Morgan mistakenly wrote, “This translation [Billingsley’s] of
Euclid was either made from the Greek, or corrected by the Greek” [De Morgan, 1837, 39], and this
widely held view may have led Wylie to believe that the source of the English Euclid he was using
was based directly upon a Greek version. Wylie did not mention the name of the translator of the book
he used, which may be explained by the fact that most writers of the 19th century did not bother to
identify the sources they used, and also by the fact that De Morgan doubted that Billingsley was the
true translator, and instead took John Dee to have been the translator in question [De Morgan, 1837,
39]. Probably in order to avoid a possible mistake, Wylie may have thought it best to say nothing
about the authorship of the English Euclid he was using. Billingsley’s translation was beautifully
printed by John Daye, but like any book, it was not free of printing errors. By saying that “it was not
well proofread and has mistakes,” Wylie may have intended to exaggerate the difficulties he and Li
Shanlan had faced in translating Books VII through XV of Billingsley’s Euclid for the first time into
Chinese.
21 The full name of I.J. Roberts is Issachar Jacob Roberts (1802–1871). He was sent to China in 1837 by the American
Baptist Missionary Union and in 1847 taught Hong Xiuquan , who was to become the leader of the Taiping Rebellion
(1851–1864), the essence of Christianity.
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In closing, having argued that it was the Billingsley version of Euclid and not the Barrow translation
as others have suggested that served as the basis for the Chinese translation completed by Wylie and Li
in the 1850s, several further questions remain to be addressed. Did it make a difference that Wylie and
Li used the Billingsley translation, rather than the Barrow or possibly the Leeke–Serle translation? And
why should they have focused on translating Euclid rather than more cutting-edge geometry that from a
Western perspective would surely have been of greater mathematical interest, for example, the works of
Carl F. Gauss, Jakob Steiner, Nikolai I. Lobachevsky, Julius Plücker, and others that were transforming
European geometry in the 19th century?
As for the significance of the Billingsley translation, as already noted, the value of this particular
version of Euclid lay in its notes and explanatory comments, which Wylie and Li duly included in
their Chinese version. Not only was the notation of the Barrow edition at odds with the translation
already available in Chinese of the first six books, which would have made it an inappropriate choice
for Wylie and Li, but the Leeke–Serle version, lacking the more extensive commentary of the Billingsley
translation, would not have been as useful for Chinese readers, nor perhaps as easy to penetrate. This, of
course, is speculation, and it may simply have been that Wylie used the Billingsley translation because
this is the one that most easily came to hand; but even if it was a choice due to expedience, it was a
fortuitous one.
As for why Wylie and Li chose to translate Euclid first rather than other, more modern geometers
of the 19th century, there may be several factors worth considering. First and foremost, the translation
of Euclid into Chinese was unfinished business. Chinese familiar with the Ricci/Xu translation knew
only the first six books, and completing the translation indeed made available for the first time in
Chinese the most fundamental work in the history of geometry, a prerequisite for moving on to
the more sophisticated geometries of the 19th century, including non-Euclidean geometry. As the
vocabulary and methods of Euclidean geometry became increasingly familiar to Chinese studying
Western mathematics at the end of the 19th century, they not only studied modern mathematics in Europe,
but began to translate and communicate more advanced results in the decades following the appearance
of the Wylie/Li completion of the Euclidean Elements. But as Jean-Claude Martzloff has observed, in
commenting on European mathematical works that had been translated into Chinese by the end of the
19th century:
. . .this literature does not contain echoes of the philosophical controversies about infinitesimal calculus, imaginary numbers and
parallelism. It does not contain any information whatsoever about the theories of Cauchy, Gauss, Riemann or Dirichlet and algebraic
symbolism similar to that of Descartes did not appear in China until the second half of the 19th century. Similarly, differential
equations, analytic geometry, and mechanics are all absent from the Chinese mathematics before this period. [Martzloff, 1997,
112]
Horng Wannsheng accounts for this, at least in part, by noting that until well into the 20th century,
Chinese interest in Western mathematics remained focused on application, not on abstract or overly
theoretical mathematics:
Some texts like [William] Wallace’s Algebra were more easily appreciated than other texts like [Augustus] De Morgan’s Algebra,
but this had nothing to do with their contents, [but] with their different styles of exposition. In general, mathematical texts with the
“logarithmic” features were more easily linked to pragmatic uses. Under such circumstances, it is easy to understand why Wallace’s
Algebra was more acceptable. [Horng, 1991, 383]
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scholar–officials] responded to the West at all, their responses reflected basically the same pragmatic
approach and technically rational mode of thinking they had long applied to tackling domestic problems
of statecraft” [Chang, 1976, quoted from Horng, 1991, 382].
Whether the subject is algebra, calculus, geometry, or any other branch of mathematics, the
increasingly powerful and abstract concerns of European theoretical mathematicians would not become
prominent interests in China until well into the 20th century, when the first generation of professional,
research mathematicians began to appreciate, teach, and publish their own work along lines they had
studied first in Europe or America, and then brought back to China. But this is a more complex story about
the transmission of mathematics from West to East, and of the emergence of an indigenous mathematical
community in China, than can be recounted here.22 Nevertheless, it is certainly an important feature of
the assimilation of Western mathematics that one of its essential works, the Euclidean Elements, was at
last available to Chinese mathematicians in its entirety, thanks to Alexander Wylie and Li Shanlan, when
they finally made their translation of Euclid, Books VII–XV, available in 1857.
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